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Abstract
The motivation of the study is the development of a coupled approach able
to account for the interaction between environment and plasticity in a poly-
crystalline material. The paper recalls first the constitutive equations used
to describe the behaviour of the grain core and of the grain boundary (GB).
The procedure that is applied to generate synthetic polycrystalline aggre-
gates with an explicit representation of the grain boundary area by 2D or 3D
finite elements is then described. The approach is applied to the modeling
of iodine assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) in Zircaloy tubes used
in nuclear power plants.
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1. Introduction
Crystal plasticity is now classically used in material science to capture
realistic strain fields at a local scale. The present work would like to enlarge
the approach, in order to be able to describe fracture mechanisms.
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The motivation of the study is the prediction of iodine-assisted stress
corrosion cracking of Zircaloy tubes used in nuclear power plants. Laboratory
tests show that crack occurs first at grain boundaries, which are made brittle
due to the formation of zirconium hydrides, and that the propagation mode
switches from intergranular (IG) to transgranular (TG) after a few grains.
A lot of papers dealing with the simulation of the mechanical effect of
grain boundaries can be found in the literature. A natural way to model
the effects at grain boundaries is to formulate a cohesive zone model. The
pioneering work was made by [1] and [2] who introduced this new concept.
It was at first considered as a simple solution to take into account the plastic
zone near the crack tip, in order to modify the plastic solutions due to Griffith
or Muskhelishvili. The idea has then been applied to build a finite element.
This element has a variable stiffness, in tension and shear, but no physical
width. It is able to connect the relative displacements of the two phases and
the stresses at the interface. The first version was proposed in [3]. Several
authors have then included other phenomena like damage and Bauschinger
effect. Normal and tangent components are introduced [4, 5, 6, 7]. As
pointed out in a recent review [8], this class of model can be applied to any
type of interface, and is intermediate between continuum damage mechanics
and fracture mechanics. So, the behavior of the boundary layer is described
by means of a normal and a tangential displacement, and the correspond-
ing forces. Damage evolution produces a transition between the initial state
for which the GB is elasto(visco)plastic (damage equal zero) and the broken
state (damage equal to 1). Other authors, as [9][6] [10] [11] use the asymp-
totic method. They study a plane strain state of two infinite elastic bodies,
separated by a thin elasto-visco-plastic layer (of depth δ).
The choice made in the present study, consists in accepting the continuous
formalism of damage mechanics [12], written in terms of stress and strain,
keeping in mind that the grain boundary is a highly anisotropic area. It
will be modeled in a finite element (FE) mesh by classical elements, with a
specific local behavior.
Following the ideas of the early papers dealing with homogenization [13],
recent papers on inter-granular crack propagation use simplified grain shapes,
e.g. cubes [14], hexagons for 2D case in [15], or truncated octahedrons for
3D case in [16]. Such a simplification allows the authors to reach a realistic
grain number in their simulations (30×30×30 grains in [16]). On the other
hand, this type of mesh cannot predict local stress-strain fields inside the
grains. That is why real-like aggregates, generated by Vorono¨ı tessellation,
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are used in this paper. Such a grain geometry has been extensively used
in computational material science (see for instance [17][18]). Computations
using hexagonal 2D structures were also performed for comparison purpose.
Recently, authors [19] used Vorono¨ı type meshes, but restrict themselves to
very crude material models, without any description of crystal plasticity.
The grain boundary behavior is known to be strongly dependent on the
misorientation angle [20]. Namely, low angle boundaries seem to be more re-
sistant to intergranular fracture [21], high-angle boundaries are reported to
stop the cleavage (transgranular) cracks. Analytical models for mixed inter–
transgranular fracture with simplified grain shapes (hexagons for 2D and
truncated octahedra–tetrakaidecahedra for 3D) were proposed in [22, 23].
Fracture toughness is calculated by the authors for both straight (inter-trans
granular) and zig-zag (IG) crack path. The influence of grain shape and the
fraction of resistant low-angle grain boundaries is captured by this simple
approach. An attempt can be found in the literature to account for this
effect, by introducing different fracture criteria for low-angle and high-angle
boundaries [16]. The present paper uses the same approach for all the grain
boundaries: GB opening is related to the normal stress, GB sliding is pro-
duced by the shear stress component in the GB plane. Coupled computations
are performed by introducing a weak coupling between mechanics and envi-
ronment, that is represented by diffusion at the GB.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will review the pre-
existing experimental observations, concerning stress-corrosion cracking and
the effects related to grain boundaries, independently of corrosion. As a
conclusion, we will extract basic mechanisms, necessary for our modelling
procedure. After this preliminary part, in section 3, we will present the
technical details of our approach, including specific finite element meshes,
material models, the method used for the description of corrosion, and the
boundary conditions. The strategy chosen to determine the material param-
eters will be commented. Finally, results will be presented in section 4, and
the closing discussion in section 5.
2. Experimental background
The stress corrosion cracking phenomenon (SCC) promotes the forma-
tion of brittle cracks in normally ductile metals through the joint action of a
tensile stress and a corrosive environment. This effect appears for a number
of materials, such as stainless steels [24], copper [25], and Zircaloy in iodine
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environment – the subject of present study. The purpose of this section is
neither to provide a comprehensive review of the literature on this large sub-
ject nor to propose a unique explanation of its mechanism. The adopted
approach starts from the particular case of Zircaloy in iodine environment,
and considers the related basic mechanisms, in order to develop a generic
framework. The material parameters are adjusted to fit the available mate-
rial data. The application of the approach to other materials will then be
discussed.
2.1. Stress corrosion cracking of Zircaloy in iodine environment
The purpose of this section is to provide a physical basis for the devel-
opment of the model. A short list of experimental facts observed in Zircaloy
SCC is extracted from the literature. They are summarized below.
Interaction with fission products. Iodine and Cesium were found in cracked
claddings. Authors generally agree to point out their critical role in the
fracture process. A review of this subject can be found for instance in [26][27].
The study will account for the presence of these products in damaged grain
boundaries. This will generate a coupled problem between the concentration
of the species and the mechanical variables.
Rupture modes. A typical rupture surface of Zircaloy in iodine environ-
ment consists of two zones, showing intergranular and transgranular fail-
ure. This basic result was obtained experimentally by [28]. It is illustrated
in Fig.1a [29], where initial crack development is intergranular, and the re-
maining life is spent in transgranular mode. A typical inter–transgranular
transition is shown in Fig.1b [30]. In fact, depending on the loading condi-
tions, either intergranular cracking happens first, followed by transgranular
crack propagation, or sometimes transgranular followed by intergranular [31],
and even purely transgranular [32] or purely intergranular [33].
In [28],[29],[30], the tests are performed under prescribed strain rate, in an
aggressive environment. As a consequence, the first stage of cracking happens
for relatively small stress levels, without plastic strain, and it is intergranular.
As the crack goes on, the effective cross section of the specimen is smaller,
and the stress level goes up. After some critical stress (or plastic strain)
value, the fracture type changes into transgranular mode.
On the other hand, in [31], the experiment was made on DCB (double
cantilever beam) specimens, which were first loaded (by inserting a wedge
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into the machined notch) and then put into an aggressive atmosphere. In
that case, the maximum loading takes place at the beginning of the test. This
strategy generates transgranular fracture as a first stage, then intergranular
failure, followed by a crack arrest.
Fracture can be purely transgranular under high sustained load [32], or
in the case of single crystal [34]. Fracture can also be purely intergranular,
if the specimen is first kept in iodine environment: a one-millimeter rod was
kept for 40 hours, and then loaded in [33].
Inter–transgranular transition. It was shown that transgranular cracks initi-
ate near grain boundaries, when intergranular propagation becomes hardly
possible, due to the local geometrical arrangement. In Fig.1c, the upper
grain (1), which is favourably oriented for prismatic slip to occur, shows
large plastic deformation, while grain (2) which is not favourably oriented
does not. The initiation sites of the transgranular cracks generally coin-
cide with the intersections of coarse slip bands and the grain boundary [30].
They extend along basal planes {0001} into grains which are oriented less
favourably for prismatic slip. More detailed studies [28], or [29] (Fig.1d)
show that transgranular crack propagation is rather the result of a compe-
tition between quasi-cleavage (brittle fracture) and fluting in the prismatic
planes (ductile fracture). In the present study, only cleavage in basal planes
will be considered.
2.2. General grain boundary effects
In any kind of loadings, the grain boundary area is a region where series
of mechanical constraints due to non compatible slip occur. This results in
damage development. There are two types of damage mechanisms, grain
boundary sliding and opening of grain boundary.
Grain boundary sliding. In addition to intragranular slip, following specific
slip directions and slip planes, slip can also happen at grain interfaces (grain
boundary sliding). This effect has been observed experimentally (see for in-
stance [35]). Figure 1e shows a particle of B2O3 at the grain boundary of
a deformed copper bi-crystal. Starting from a circular shape before defor-
mation, the particle is now cut into two half-spheres. In this case, slip does
not produce any volume change, the grain boundary can then be seen as an
additional “slip” plane, defined by the geometry instead of being defined by
crystallography.
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Grain boundary opening. Besides slip, aggregate deformation can be also
caused by crack opening at grain boundaries inside the polycrystal. This is
illustrated in Fig.1f, where open grain boundaries are perpendicular to the
tension direction (horizontal on the image). This is intergranular cracking of
Zircaloy, caused by the presence of an aggressive iodine environment. This
damage type will be associated some volume change. This is an example of
unilateral damage, which evolution is related to the positive normal stress
on the grain boundary plane.
3. Numerical tools
3.1. Finite element mesh and boundary conditions
A two step procedure is applied to generate the synthetic aggregates used
in this work. The space is partitioned by means of a Vorono¨ı tessellation,
using a code developed in [36]. Let D ⊂ R2(R3) to be a real domain, and
E = {Ai} - a number N of random points, so that Ai ∈ D. Let also d(P1, P2)
to be an euclidean distance between points P1 and P2. The influence zones
of the center Ai are defined according to the following rules:
zi(Ai) = {P ∈ D | d(P,Ai) < d(P,Aj)∀j 6= i} (1)
The centers of the polyhedra are spatially distributed, following a pre-
defined random law. In this work, the method using a repulsion distance is
used. This allows us to control a minimum size of the grains and to obtain
a regular grain size distribution.
The second step consists in inserting grain boundaries. Grain interfaces
become now “open”, and additional finite elements are added to represent
grain boundaries (GB). For the 2D case, GB are represented by quadrilateral
elements. Linear or quadratic elements are accepted, with one or two layers
per GB width. For the triple points, either triangles are introduced, or
the shape of the quadrilaterals is modified. For the case of 3D geometries,
grain boundaries, that are now volumetric elements, create a quite complex
structure. Elements in the current GB are bricks, but prisms and thetrahedra
are also needed to connect the joints at the triple lines and multiple points.
A careful examination of all the geometrical situations has been made, and a
specific code, written in C++, is available for any type of mesh generation.
Typical meshes are shown in Fig.2, that illustrates the results of several
realizations made with 100 germs. Figure 3 provides a detailed view to the
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shape of the grain boundary elements at triple points (Fig.3a), and a zoom to
characterize the respective sizes of the grain boundaries and of the grain core
(Fig.3b). For the sake of comparison, Fig.4 shows the hexagonal periodic
structure. The result of the 3D mesh generation process is given in Fig.5.
For all the 2D meshes, the thickness of the grain boundaries is 0.1µm; it is
divided into two flat elements. The average size of the grains is 10µm. The
same values are used for the 3D meshes.
Boundary conditions are chosen in such a way that:
– Diffusional boundary conditions represent a permanent presence of iodine
on one side of the aggregate (x = 0).
– Mechanical boundary conditions represent a simple tension at a strain rate
of 2× 10−4 s−1, as in [37]. Displacements were imposed as shown in Fig.6.
3.2. Constitutive equations
Basic single crystal model. A single crystal visco-plastic model proposed
in [38] and [39], is used for the grain core. After its initial implementa-
tion [39] in the Finite Element code ZSeT/Ze´BuLoN, it has been used in a
series of finite element analyses of various aggregates [17][18][37][40]. The
equations used in small strain are first recalled below. In the following, γs is
the viscoplastic shear on system s, vs its accumulated value (the derivative
of the second is the absolute value of the first one), and ηs is the sign of
(τ s− xs). The slip rate is determined in a viscoplastic framework, by means
of the resolved shear stress τ s, the isotropic hardening variable rs, and the
kinematic hardening by the variable xs (eq.2). The orientation tensor m∼
s,
that is computed for each system s as the symmetric part of the tensorial
product of the normal to the slip plane ns and the slip direction ls (eq.3), is
used to evaluate the resolved shear stress τ s and the viscoplastic strain rate
tensor, ε˙∼
p (eq.4). The hardening variables rs and xs respectively depend on
the state variables ρs and αs (eq.5), the evolution of which is non linear (eq.6).
Two parameters, Q and b (and the components hrs of the interaction matrix)
represent isotropic hardening. Two parameters (c and d) characterize kine-
matic hardening. In the material of the study, the viscous effect is low, and
the calibration of the material parameters is made accordingly. The initial
conditions are γs(t = 0) = vs(t = 0) = ρs(t = 0) = αs(t = 0) = 0. The
initial conditions are also taken into account through the value of the initial
resolved shear stress, τ0.
γ˙s =
⌊ |τ s − xs| − rs − τ0
K
⌋n
sign(τ s − xs) = v˙sηs (2)
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m∼
s = (ns ⊗ ls + ls ⊗ ns)/2 (3)
τ s =m∼
s : σ∼ ; ε˙∼
p =
∑
s
γ˙sm∼
s (4)
rs = bQ
∑
r
hsrρ
r ; xs = cαs (5)
ρ˙s = (1− bρs)v˙s ; α˙s = (ηs − dαs)v˙s (6)
Model extension to represent transgranular fracture mode. Cleavage is a fail-
ure mode that appears on specific planes where the cohesive force is a min-
imum, creating flat fracture surfaces which follow crystallographic planes,
when external loading exceeds interatomic forces. For the case of Zircaloy in
iodine environment, the plane of transgranular fracture is the basal plane.
Cleavage can be represented inside the crystal plasticity formalism, using
a tensorial product of the vector normal to the cleavage plane, n, to model
crack opening. Assuming that the critical variable for cleavage is the normal
stress σcl = n · σ∼ ·n and Rcl the cleavage threshold, cleavage failure will take
place when the stress reaches Rcl. In the present work, instead of a pure
time independent formalism, a time dependence is introduced, in order to
regularize the solution, but the exponent n is taken large enough, so that the
rate sensitivity remains negligible. The opening is taken into account by a
pseudo-strain, according to:
ε˙∼
cl = δ˙cln⊗ n
δ˙cl =
〈
σcl −Rcl −Q(1− exp(−bδcl))
K
〉n
A negative value of the parameter Q is chosen in order to produce softening
and promote a fast propagation of the cleavage damage.
DOS model. An other extension of the classical crystal plasticity model is in-
troduced in the grain boundary elements. “DOS” stands for Damage, Open-
ing and Sliding of grain boundaries (GB). GB is supposed to be a regular
surface. The constitutive equations are expressed in a local framework: the
axis x1 is normal to the plane, axes x2 and x3 are in the plane of the GB.
The constitutive equations should take into account the anisotropy, namely,
the GB material should resist to a normal stress, applied in x1 direction, but
neither in x2 nor in x3. In the initial implementation, we considered that the
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material must be very stiff in the normal direction, so that the grains remain
pasted in absence of damage. Following the same idea, the moduli must be
low in the transverse direction, so that the boundaries do not carry any load
and do not perturb the grain equilibrium.
As well, GB should accept in-plane shear (12 and 13), but not 23 shear.
These ideas are consistent with the “springs” proposed by [41]. Such an
anisotropy leads to the special elastic tensor form:
Λ∼∼
= diag(E, η, η, µ, η, µ) (7)
where the terms η remain small. Their effect will be neglected in the fol-
lowing, to let GB just follow the grain behavior for 22, 33 and 23 stress
components. Having this anisotropy in mind, the scheme of damage me-
chanics must be adapted. Introducing only one variable D figuring scalar
damage, the classical approach [12] proposes a modification of the elasticity
related part of the free energy, so that:
ρψe =
1
2
(1−D)ε∼e : Λ∼∼ : ε∼
e (8)
The variable Y energetically conjugated with D is obtained by taking the op-
posite of the partial derivative of ρψe with respect to D. Using the previously
defined elastic tensor, and preserving only the three predominant terms, it
comes:
Y = −∂ρψe
∂D
=
1
2
ε∼
e : Λ∼∼
: ε∼
e =
1
2(1−D)2 σ∼ : Λ∼∼
−1 : σ∼
=
1
2(1−D)2
(
σ211
E
+
σ212 + σ
2
13
µ
)
=
1
2(1−D)2
(
σ2n
E
+
τ 2
µ
)
As expected, GB opening δ and GB sliding γ will respectively correspond to
σn and τ , and D will correspond to Y . In the following, a new variable σd
will be considered instead of Y :
σd =
√
σ2n + βτ
2 = (1−D)
√
2EY (9)
In this variable, which is derived from Y , the coefficient β characterizes the
ratio E/µ. For a zero value of β, damage will be driven by the normal stress
only.
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The evolution equations for D, δ and γ are defined in the framework
of a viscoplastic multipotential approach, since all the phenomena are rate-
dependent. To get correct constitutive equations, respecting the second prin-
ciple of thermodynamics, it is enough to chose convex potentials for all three
variables. These potentials should depend on the associated stresses. Norton-
like viscous potentials with a threshold are chosen. The potential driving the
normal flow depends on the positive part of σn, meanwhile shear depends on
the absolute value of τ :
Fn =
Kn
nn + 1
〈
fn
Kn
〉nn+1
with fn =
< σn >
1−D −Rn (10)
Ft =
Kt
nt + 1
〈
ft
Kt
〉nt+1
with ft =
|τ |
1−D −Rt (11)
Fd =
2Y
r + 2
[√
2EY
A
]r
(1−D)r−k (12)
The flow rules are obtained by deriving each potential with respect to the
conjugated variables:
ε˙∼n =
∂Fn
∂σ∼
=
〈
< σn > /(1−D)−Rn
Kn
〉nn
(1−D)−1n⊗ n = δ˙N∼ (13)
ε˙∼t =
∂Ft
∂σ∼
=
〈 |τ |/(1−D)−Rt
Kt
〉nt
(1−D)−1{n⊗ t} = γ˙T∼ (14)
D˙ =
∂Fd
∂Y
=
[
(1−D)√2EY
A
]r
(1−D)−k =
(σd
A
)r
(1−D)−k (15)
3.3. Description of the environmental effect
The real mechanism of iodine influence on the Zircaloy fracture is a com-
plex mixture of physico-chemical effects. No clear opinion can be found in
the literature, despite a considerable number of works dealing with SCC
of Zircaloy in iodine environment [26][42][33] [43][44]. Among other mech-
anisms, weakening of Zr-Zr links is believed to happen, due to the iodine
adsorption.
In the present approach, the impact of iodine will be simulated by a dif-
fusion law, where diffusivity will strongly depend on damage. As a result,
the amount of iodine will abruptly decrease in front of the crack tip in the
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grain boundary. Diffusion is allowed in grain boundaries, but is much less
active in the core of the grain. The coupled calculation follows earlier works,
like for instance [45]. The actual iodine profile will be influenced by me-
chanics, since the diffusion coefficient is damage dependent, meanwhile the
mechanical result is influenced by the presence of iodine, since the material
resistance described by the damage law depends on iodine concentration. A
weak coupling method is used to account for the numerical coupling process.
This method is a pre-existing tool of the code Ze´BuLoN.
Iodine adsorption is then simulated by a classical Fick’s laws:
J = D · ∇C
∂C
∂t
= D ·∆C
Here C - concentration, D - diffusion coefficient, J - material flux.
¿From a numerical point of view, the coupling is obtained by running
two simultaneous problems, which are coupled at each time step. For each
integration step, the diffusion problem is solved first. Iodine concentration
is then exported to the mechanical problem to compute concentration de-
pendent parameters. With these newly obtained parameters, the mechanical
problem is solved. It provides stress, strain and damage fields. Damage is
then exported to the diffusion problem, to compute damage dependent pa-
rameters, and recompute the same time step. For each time step, a fixed
point algorithm is then introduced. The iterating scheme is stopped for a
given value of the correction on concentration and on displacements, with a
minimum of two (namely diffusion–mechanics–diffusion–mechanics).
3.4. Identification process
The mechanical material parameters can be divided into three groups:
– basic single crystal model parameters,
– parameters for the intergranular behaviour,
– transgranular fracture related parameters.
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Basic single crystal model. These parameters were identified for Zircaloy in a
previous study [46], using a collection of tension tests at 350◦Cunder various
strain rates (2 ·10−3,2 ·10−4,2 ·10−5, 2 ·10−6) and creep tests at various stress
levels (275 MPa, 350 MPa, 380 MPa). Isotropic hardening can be neglected,
so that the remaining material parameters are K, n for viscosity, τ0 for initial
resolved shear stress, c, d for the kinematic hardening law (table 1).
Slip system Prismatic Pyramidal Basal Pyramidal
pi1 < a > pi1 < c+ a >
τ0(MPa) 20. 107. 132. 195.
K(MPa·s1/n) 198. 500 90. 55.
n 9.5 7.5 5.5 11.3
d 170. 170.
c (MPa) 22100. 6120.
Table 1: Basic single crystal model parameters for four slip system families in Zircaloy at
350◦C
Parameters for intergranular fracture. The identification of the parameters
is made by considering successively the non-damaged material, then the dam-
aged state.
– In the non-damaged state, it is well admitted that the propagation of iodine
is non significant: for instance, the advance of a iodine front was found to
be about 100 nm after a 16 hour test [28]. This allows us to choose the
appropriate value for the diffusion coefficient for the initial state, D0. In
fact, the inter–transgranular fracture process happens in about 10 minutes
in a Zircaloy tube wall of 600 µm width. Since intergranular a typical crack
propagation rate is 0.1 µm/s, and transgranular propagation rate remains
between 1 and 20 µm/s [29], pure diffusion does not happen at all in the
process. The diffusion coefficient D can then take any small value for the
grains as well as for the grain boundaries (even if grain boundaries are usually
known to have higher D, than the grain core [47]). The chosen value in
absence of damage is then D0 = 2 · 10−13mm2s−1.
If there is no iodine, damage should not happen during the computation
time. This must be obtained by calibrating the material parameters in equa-
tion (15). To achieve this requirement, using prescribed values for k and r,
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the value defined fo A in absence of damage is such as it provides a damage
of 10−5 after 1000 s, with a typical stress value of 1000 MPa.
– In the damaged state, adsorption is known to happen faster, specially at
grain boundaries. The parameter D is then damage dependent, and the pa-
rameter of the damage law A is dependent on iodine concentration. This
coupling can then be adjusted to obtain the target intergranular crack prop-
agation rate. The calibration is made by performing preliminary computa-
tions involving diffusion only, with a value D0 in grain core and the target
value in the grain boundaries. Two expressions of D will be used: Ds corre-
sponds to slow (s) damage rate, that will provide a crack propagation rate of
0.1µm/s, and Df corresponds to fast (f) damage rate, that predicts a higher
rate (around 0.5µm/s), in order to get conservative results. They are listed
in table 2, together with the parameters representing intergranular fracture
and the material parameter in the damage evolution equation, A (unit is
MPa.s1/r).
Rn Kn nn Rt Kt nt k r β
MPa MPa·s1/nn MPa MPa·s1/nt
900. 200. 8. 900. 200. 8. 3. 4. 0.01
A = 1000 + 105e−12C Ds = 10−13 + 4 · 10−6(1− e−12D)
D0 = 2 · 10−13mm2s−1 Df = 10−13 + 10−4(1− e−12D)
Table 2: Material parameters for the DOS model (depending on iodine concentration, C
and damage, D)
Transgranular fracture. Finally, cleavage is represented by a transgranular
fracture model, which is nothing but an additional strain component that
produces an extension normal to the basal plane (with a n ⊗ n tensor).
This cleavage strain is supposed to appear only if the resolved stress on the
cleavage plane becomes higher than a threshold Rcl. This threshold is also
linked to the presence of iodine, that promotes the occurrence of cleavage.
The effective value of Rcl was chosen regarding the distribution of resolved
cleavage stress for a preliminary aggregate computation without fracture, in
order either to have a good chance to start the TG fracture at relatively
small loadings (Rcl = 100 + 10
5 · e−20·CMPa), or to avoid the transgranular
fracture, until preliminary intergranular crack is developed (Rcl = 1000 +
105 · e−20·CMPa).
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4. Results and discussion
The aim of the various investigations is to check the relevance of the
numerical model and to exhibit a configuration able to reproduce the different
damage mechanisms.
4.1. Outline of the numerical investigations
As shown in Tab.3, different meshes have been considered, in order to
check the effect of introducing linear or quadratic elements, regular or Vorono¨ı
type grain shapes, 2D or 3D geometries, coarse or fine discretization. The list
of the related Finite Element Analyses is then given in Tab.4. Various frac-
ture modes are considered: intergranular (IG), transgranular(TG) or both
(IG+TG).
Mesh Dim Grain Grain Node Lin/
label shape number number Quad
100gr2D 1 noGB 2D Vorono¨ı 115 30551 Quad
100gr2D 1 2D Vorono¨ı 115 11818 Lin
100gr2D 1quad 2D Vorono¨ı 115 48473 Quad
100gr2D 2 2D Vorono¨ı 100 37729 Quad
100gr2D 3 2D Vorono¨ı 100 37340 Quad
20gr3D 3D Vorono¨ı 20 36114 Lin
71gr2D 2D Vorono¨ı 71 19502 Quad
71gr2Dhexa 2D Hexagonal 71 19249 Quad
100gr2Ddens4 2D Vorono¨ı 100 13161 Quad
100gr2Ddens2 2D Vorono¨ı 100 37377 Quad
100gr2Ddens1 2D Vorono¨ı 100 125141 Quad
Table 3: The finite element meshes used in the study
All computations are grouped into 4 sets, for several comparisons. Set
1 contains one computation without any GB (2DnoGB) in order to provide
a reference in absence of damage. The rest of the analyses involve 2D and
3D computations, linear and quadratic meshes, and various damage types
(IG, TG, IG+TG). The purpose is to evaluate the stability of the mechan-
ical responses. Set 2, is given to show more details on the crack path and
propagation rate depending on the aggregate morphology: it includes various
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Set Notation Mesh Allowed Diffusion
number label fracture regime
mode (s,f)
1 2DnoGB 100gr2D 1 noGB – –
2Dlin 100gr2D 1 – –
2Dquad 100gr2D 1 quad – –
2DIG 100gr2D 1 IG s,f
2DIGTG 100gr2D 1 IG+TG s
3DIG 20gr3D IG s
2 2DIG2 100gr2D 2 IG f
2DIG3 100gr2D 3 IG f
2DTG2 100gr2D 2 TG f
2DTG3 100gr2D 3 TG f
2DIGTG3 100gr2D 3 IG+TG f
3 71gr2DIGhexa 71gr2Dhexa IG f
71gr2DIG 71gr2D IG f
4 2DIGdens4 100gr2Ddens4 IG f
2DIGdens2 100gr2Ddens2 IG f
2DIGdens1 100gr2Ddens1 IG f
Table 4: Outline of the finite element analyses
100 grain aggregate in 2D, with various damage types. In set 3, only two
computations are present: the aim is to compare the effect of a regular grain
structure made of hexagons and of the random Vorono¨ı polyhedra morphol-
ogy. Finally, set 4 is designed with three meshes having an equivalent grain
geometry, but different finite element mesh density, in order to check the
effect of mesh density.
4.2. Global force–displacement curves
Five computation cases in set 1 are first compared to test the validity of
the procedure. The relating curves are presented in Fig.7a. The “slow” value
Ds is chosen for the diffusion coefficient. Various models are considered for
the grain boundaries and various element types are used:
1. the grain boundaries have the properties of the attached crystal, a
linear interpolation is used in finite elements (2Dlin);
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2. the grain boundaries have the properties of the attached crystal, a
quadratic interpolation is used in finite elements (2Dquad);
3. the mesh does not include any grain boundary (2DnoGB), quadratic
interpolation;
4. iodine influence is taken into account in a 2D mesh (2DIG), intergran-
ular damage only;
5. iodine influence is taken into account in a 3D mesh (3DIG), intergran-
ular damage only;
6. iodine influence is taken into account in a 2D mesh (2DIGTG), inter-
granular damage and transgranular damage.
As expected, the computation made with a linear mesh (1) predicts a
stiffer response than the computation with a quadratic mesh (2). On the
other hand, the reference curve without grain boundaries (3) does not differ
from the curve obtained with grain boundaries (2). This is a validation of
the approach: in absence of damage, opening and shear, grain boundary
elements are nothing but classical elements, with the relevant single crystal
constitutive equations. Iodine effect is sensitive when the strain is larger than
1%. The corresponding curves exhibit softening. The 2D computation (4)
and the 3D computation (5) were done with the same material parameters.
The softening is more pronounced in the 3D computation. This is due to
the smaller size of the 3D mesh: the grain size is comparable in the 2D and
3D mesh, but there is a low number of grains in the 3D mesh, in order to
have a reasonable number of finite elements. As a consequence, the edge
length of the 3D mesh is 30 µm, meanwhile it is 100 µm for the 2D mesh.
With the same crack length, the force drop is then larger for the 3D mesh. In
addition, the 3D mesh is far from being a statistically representative material
element and the computation is sensitive to boundary conditions. For all
these reasons, 2D computations are considered as the more reliable in the
present state.
The estimation of the crack propagation rate for the intergranular case is
obtained by plotting the maximum abscissa of an integration point with an
elevated damage value (> 0.9) as a function of time. This is made for 2DIG
and 3DIG in Fig.7b: the model calibration is in rather good agreement with
the crack propagation rate of 0.1µm/s (with Ds).
4.3. Intergranular crack propagation
A first set of computations involves pure intergranular crack propagation
only, for 2D (2DIG computation, in Fig.8) and 3D (3DIG computation, in
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Fig.9) cases. For both computations, crack initiation is promoted by iodine
and takes place at the free surface, then cracks propagate into the bulk of
the material. The contour plots of the damage variable characterize crack
advance. For the 2D case (Fig.8), after a first stage where several cracks
initiate, one of them becomes predominant, and crosses the aggregate. This
main crack has a zigzag-shape, imposed by grain boundaries, but it tends
to keep an average horizontal direction, normal to the vertical tensile axis.
The crack produces a local unloading that can be observed on the von Mises
stress maps. Crack branching is present at triple points. In fact, there is
an “hesitation” of the main crack each time it reaches such a point. After
a certain delay due to the mutual unloading between the two branches, one
branch becomes predominant and the alternative branch is stopped.
For the 3D case (Fig.9), the crack also initiates at the iodine influenced
surface of the aggregate. The first affected grain boundary is perpendicular
to the tensile axis. At first, the zone affected by stress relaxation presents a
typical elliptic shape. In a second step, this zone extends to the whole iodine
influenced surface. The general crack path also tends to be normal to the
tension direction.
The results on different aggregate morphologies (71gr2DIG, 2DIG2 and
2DIG3) in Fig.10) show the various possible crack configurations. The gen-
eral direction of crack propagation is normal to the tensile axis, but some
noticeable deviations can be produced by the local crystallography. This is
observed on both types of shapes (Vorono¨ı tessellation and hexagonal grains).
After having checked that the qualitative aspect of the cracks is similar
in all the analyses, the crack propagation rate is also evaluated, to provide
a quantitative view of the phenomenon. Following the procedure presented
for Fig.7b, the new results are now shown in Fig.11. Despite the differ-
ent crack geometries, the result obtained with the regular hexagonal grain
shape (71gr2DIGhexa) does not differ too much from the curve obtained
with the various random Vorono¨ı polyhedra generations, the rectangle shape
71gr2DIG, and the three different Vorono¨ı tessellations of a 100 grain 2D
aggregate, 2DIG, 2DIG2 and 2DIG3. The parameters of the model are also
in agreement with the results previously shown in Fig.7b. This is an encour-
aging result, that confirms the validity of the whole approach.
The way the results depend on mesh density has to be checked. A set of
computations was then done to investigate this effect and validate the preced-
ing solutions, with three meshes of equivalent grain geometry but increasing
finite element mesh density (2DIGdens4, 2DIGdens2, 2DIGdens1). A qual-
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itative and a quantitative post-processing are performed. Figure 12 shows
that the crack path obtained for the coarse mesh (2DIGdens4) differs from
the paths obtained with the two other meshes, even for the early stages of
fracture. Surprisingly, this qualitative difference produces no marked quan-
titative differences on the global load deflection curve (Fig.13a) and on the
crack propagation rate (Fig.13b). On the other hand, for the two finer meshes
(2DIGdens2 and 2DIGdens1), the crack paths are the same, but there are
differences on the loading curve and the crack propagation rates: in fact,
they are both in good agreement for the early stages of the fracture (up
to 100 s, that is a depth of 3 grains). A difference happens, when the crack
meets a grain boundary that is nearly parallel to the tensile direction, i.e. not
favourable to crack propagation. Along this small edge, the local difficulty
is overcome by the coarser meshes, but the crack propagation rate is smaller
for the finer mesh (2DIGdens1). After this “accident”, the crack propagation
rate is again the same for all the curves. In other words, the results tend
to converge for the GB nearly perpendicular to the tensile direction (and
thus favorably oriented for fracture), but the use of coarse meshes tend to
over-estimate the crack propagation rate, since large elements produce fast
crack propagation in the critical zones.
4.4. Transgranular crack propagation
Before investigating the realistic inter–transgranular crack propagation,
the conditions of an hypothetic purely transgranular crack propagation is first
studied, in order to better understand the possibilities of the approach. The
effective cleavage limit is temporary chosen quite low, to ensure the trans-
granular crack initiation from the beginning of the loading. 2D computations
are then done, for two random realizations of a 100 grain aggregate: 2DTG2
and 2DTG3. The transgranular crack propagation is represented by the de-
velopment of the cleavage pseudo-strain. As cleavage happens in basal plane,
the presence of cleavage is strongly influenced by the basal plane orientation,
compared to the tensile direction. The crystal orientation is defined by the
Euler angles in Bunge notation, (φ1, Φ, φ2). The first and the third rotations
are around the c axis of the hexagonal crystal, so that they do not change the
position of the basal plane. That is why, the maps of Φ angle are presented
in Fig.14. One can observe that the grains affected by transgranular fracture
tend to have Φ–values of about 90 degrees, that naturally give the basal plane
perpendicular to the tension direction. On the other hand, the grains with
Φ–values not far from zero seem to be avoided by the crack. The question of
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crack propagation rate is more delicate here, than for the intergranular case,
due to the nature of the approach itself. The intergranular fracture process
is described by its own variable, damage, that follows prescribed constitutive
equations, and that can be controlled by specific material parameters. On the
other hand, for cleavage, nothing happens, until the stress state reaches the
limit Rcleav. One can follow the crack propagation by plotting the maximum
abscissa of all the integration points that reach a given cleavage strain as a
function of time. This is made with a threshold of 0.01 in Fig.11. Different
microstructures give surprisingly similar results, just as for the intergranular
case. As experimentally found, the transgranular crack propagation is faster
than intergranular crack propagation. Of course, this last result may depend
on the chosen threshold.
4.5. Inter-Transgranular passage
The full model is now used in this section. This means that both mecha-
nisms of fracture, inter– and transgranular are taken into account in the same
computation. Several computations were made, as mentioned in Tab.4. The
selected diffusion type is s. Figure 15 shows that this parameter may af-
fects not only crack propagation rate, but also the crack path, since several
cracks are initiated by the intergranular damage model, unlike f model, that
produces one predominant crack (Fig.8). One can even see one grain that
seems to be totally disconnected from the rest of the aggregate: this is an
artefact due to the damage threshold chosen for the elimination of the grain
boundary elements. Depending on the way transgranular damage is added,
the post-intergranular scenario can change. In Fig.15a, the cleavage thresh-
old value is constant (1000 MPa). Transgranular damage appears far ahead
of the crack, in grains that are reloaded due to stress redistribution when
the crack propagates. This spurious effect is avoided, provided the cleavage
threshold is affected by iodine concentration. This is the case in Fig.15b,
where Rcl = 1000 + 10
5 · e−20·C . In this case, the addition of transgranular
damage leads to new crack morphologies, as it offers new possibilities for the
crack to propagate: the inter-transgranular transition may happen at a triple
point or in the middle of an edge (respectively points A and B in Fig.15b).
Transition at triple points. After an intergranular propagation correspond-
ing to several grains, it may happen that the intergranular crack meets a
triple point, the two edges of which are not favourably oriented for inter-
granular cracking (case A). This case was observed in Fig.1b, where crack
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goes directly across the grain, that offers less resistance than the two grain
boundaries. The simulation allows us to find the same phenomenon, as il-
lustrated in Fig.16, which reports the results obtained with the 100gr2D 1
mesh. Figure 16a shows the position of the crack at the critical triple point.
Figure 16b illustrates the result obtained in the 2DIG computation, where
only intergranular damage is present: one of the two critical edges is fi-
nally “chosen” by the crack. On the other hand, if the cleavage model is
introduced (Fig.16c), the crack becomes transgranular. In these figure, dam-
age is illustrated by means of a special post-processing: the new variable
combines intergranular and transgranular damages by computing the sum of
intergranular damage and 100 times the cleavage strain. The crack rate is
compared for the two cases in Fig.16d. The propagation is a little slower for
the 2DIGTG case, as long as it remains intergranular. This is due to the fact
that a little cleavage pseudo-strain develops in the aggregate. As expected,
when the crack becomes transgranular, the propagation rate increases.
The subsequent behaviour of a transgranular crack may be either trans-
granular or intergranular. The contour plot in Fig.17 is obtained with the
100gr2D 3 mesh, in the computation 2DIGTG 3. After crossing a grain
whose two edges are not favourably oriented at a triple point, the crack be-
comes intergranular, as it meets the other side of the grain in the vicinity of
a grain boundary that is perpendicular to the tensile axis.
Transition in the middle of an edge. An other transition type is also observed,
when the two grains adjacent to an intergranular crack are too different
(case B). As seen in Fig.18, this simulation reproduces the experimental
observation made by [30] and reproduced in Fig.1c. Grain noted (1) in Fig.1c
(gr59 in the computation) is preferably oriented for prismatic or basal slip,
meanwhile grain noted 2 (gr53 in the computation) has little prismatic+basal
slip, but a predominant pyramidal slip. This is the proof that grain 2 hardly
deforms. The alternative solution to accommodate the general deformation is
then crack opening. This is observed in grain 2 (the crack denoted 3 develops
in the basal plane).
Discussion of the mechanisms. The use of stress as a critical variable for both
intergranular damage and transgranular fracture captures the main aspects
of the inter–transgranular transition. Both mechanisms remain in competi-
tion, so that the passage from inter to transgranular mode is not definitive.
In our simulations, transgranular cracks always start from a pre-existing in-
tergranular crack. They can have their origin at a triple point, each time the
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two outcoming edges are not favourably oriented, or in the middle of grain
boundary, each time the amount of slip differs too much on both sides of the
intergranular crack. This second mechanism is promoted by the fact that
iodine adsorption is promoted by plastic strain [42]: when one grain on one
side of the intergranular crack presents intensive prismatic slip, transgran-
ular initiation can be predicted in the opposite grain due to overstress, or
after intensive secondary slip, followed by iodine adsorption that locally de-
creases the cleavage threshold. Such a fact is classical for zinc single crystal
[48], where cleavage in basal plane is accompanied by intensive basal slip.
Such an approach would naturally explain the observations on pre-deformed
specimens that tend to exhibit more TG fracture – [43] or the fact that TG
failure comes earlier in pre-stressed tubes than in annealed ones – [49].
When the crack becomes transgranular, it may lead to a rapid transgran-
ular failure, but a sequence IG→TG→IG can also be found. Such a sequence
has been reported in earlier works [22] or experimental data [50].
4.6. Discussion of the approach for the grain boundary modeling
The strategy used for representing grain boundaries does not use cohe-
sive zone models. The latter solution could be justified by the fact that grain
boundaries are two-dimensional defects of the crystal network [51], with the
thickness of 2-3 atom size. Nevertheless, the present approach introduces a
classical finite element, that is a layer of finite thickness with specific prop-
erties that represents a “grain boundary affected zone”. Both strategies are
equivalent when the thickness of the real element tends to zero [9]. The
present strategy may present a few advantages:
– since only classical finite elements are used, the already developed nu-
merical methods and material models can be directly applied;
– the newly developed finite element mesh family with the grain bound-
ary network is available for application to other problem types, like real
interphases or GB segregation;
– the grain boundary element provides a rather precise evaluation of the
stress and strain fields in the real vicinity of the grain boundary, with
a different material in each grain.
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5. Conclusion and perspectives
A coupled mechanics–environment approach of grain boundary damage,
opening and sliding was presented here, as an extension of the classical crys-
tal plasticity formalism. The phenomenon of environmentally assisted inter–
transgranular cracking was successfully represented. The agreement between
the numerical simulation and the experiment is fairly good. The crack path
follows grain boundaries when the crack length is not longer than a few grains.
The propagation rate is affected by triple points: each time a triple point is
reached, crack branching appears after an “hesitation” period. The result is
a main crack with a series of small branches that have been stopped after a
very small propagation. On the other hand, triple point may be the origin of
transgranular cracks: the approach captures the intergranular–transgranular
transition, when after intergranular propagation, the crack becomes trans-
granular, due to the activation of a cleavage mechanism. Being able to predict
the transition point and the subsequent behaviour is an important practical
problem, since the crack propagation rate changes dramatically when the
regime remains transgranular.
In the model, failure is represented by a combination of a damage mechan-
ics approach for intergranular rupture (that is caused by cavity nucleation
and growth), and of a viscoplastic law with softening (negative hardening)
for cleavage (that is a splitting of the crystal along a basal plane, when the
stress level exceeds a critical threshold). The parameter identification proce-
dure consists in two steps. The first one, and the most important, deals with
intergranular failure. On the other hand, transgranular failure happens when
intergranular failure meets bad propagation conditions. The identification of
the second part of the model is then linked to the first one, and cannot be
performed independently.
In the field of SCC, a series of conditions are known to be important [52]:
strain-stress state conditions; metallurgical data (texture, morphology, im-
purities, composition); mechanical properties; corrosive environment param-
eters (chemical composition, pH, temperature, electrochemical potential).
The effect of these parameters can be taken into account by the model:
– up to now, only monotonous tensile loadings were applied in the sim-
ulations, but there is no difficulty to apply any other stress state, like
creep or cyclic loading;
– the impact of crystallographic texture can be considered, since the grain
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morphology is explicitly involved into the model. For the present com-
putations equiaxial convex grains were used, as it is the case for the
recrystallized state of Zircaloy-4. Elongated grains, structures with
large grains embedded into a matrix made of smaller grains, structures
with a large amount of twins, etc... could be used in the computations;
– the parameters of the model, corresponding to the initial state without
damage were identified for the temperature of 350◦Con a collection of
tension and creep tests. The mechanical properties play an important
role in the damage process. Other temperatures could be characterised
as well;
– the main limitation in the model is the fact that the corrosive envi-
ronment parameters are just taken into account by a phenomenological
approach, so that neither chemical nature, nor acidity or electrochem-
ical potential of the environment are directly involved into the model.
The only parameter, responsible for the environment is the equivalent
diffusion coefficient, and it must be calibrated on experimental results.
The strategy of weak coupling allows to easily introduce new features
in the model, either on the mechanical or on the environmental part of the
model. In the future, computation time is still to be improved, specially
for 3D computations (parallel computing). In the same time, the stress and
strain fields near the crack tip have to be carefully checked. Remeshing pro-
cedures could be introduced. Finally, the physical part of the model could
be improved, by considering the real physical mechanisms. Anyway, under
the present form, the model is already a powerful tool, able to represent
the dependence of the crack propagation rate on temperature, and environ-
ment [29].
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 1: Available experimental data on Zircaloy-4 fracture in iodine environment: (a)
Intergranular, transgranular, ductile fracture [29], (b) TG crack pictures [30],(c) TG crack
initiation [30], (d) Details of TG crack propagation [29], (e) Experimental evidence of grain
boundary sliding in copper, [35], (f) Intergranular stress corrosion cracking, Zircaloy-2 in
iodine, [30]
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(a) 100gr2D 1 (b) 100gr2D 2 (c) 100gr2D 3
Figure 2: 2D mesh collection
(a) (b)
Figure 3: 2D meshing details
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(a) 71gr2Dhexa (b) 71gr2D
Figure 4: Examples of two 2D meshes with 71 grains: (a) regular hexagonal structure; (b)
structure based on a Vorono¨ı tessellation
Figure 5: 3D finite element mesh with grain boundaries, left – outside view of the 20-grain
aggregate, right – GB only for the same aggregate
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Figure 6: Boundary conditions for 2D and 3D computations
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Figure 7: Global and local responses for various meshes in SCC simulations involving the
DOS model: (a) Stress–strain curves; (b) Crack length as a function of time
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
0 500 0 1
Figure 8: Contour maps during IG crack propagation for a 2D mesh (2DIG): (a) (c) (e)
Von Mises stress; (b) (d) (f) damage fields evolution. (a) (b), imposed strain ε =2% ; (c)
(d) ε =2.5%; (e) (f) ε =4%
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
0 500 0 1
Figure 9: Contour maps during IG crack propagation for a 3D mesh (3DIG): (a) (c) Von
Mises stress; (b) (d) damage fields evolution. (a) (b), ε =1%; (c) (d) ε =2.5%
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(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 10: Damage fields for coupled tests for various random realizations: (a) 71gr2DIG;
(b) 2DIG2; (c) 2DIG3
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Figure 11: Crack propagation versus time for various mesh type, according to intergranular
or transgranular mechanisms
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(a) 100gr2Ddens4 (b) 2DIGdens4
(c) 100gr2Ddens2 (d) 2DIGdens2
(e) 100gr2Ddens1 (f) 2DIGdens1
Figure 12: IG crack path for the aggregates of equivalent morphology, but various FE
mesh density (13161 nodes, 37377 nodes, 125141 nodes)
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(b)
Figure 13: Illustration of the effect of mesh density (a) for global force displacement curve,
(b) for crack projection length
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0 90
Figure 14: Maps of Φ Euler angle (rotation around X-axe) for 2DTG2 and 2DTG3 com-
putations. Cleavage affected grains are marked with white points on Φ-maps
(a) (b)
Figure 15: Crack paths in coupled problems performed with Ds type diffusion (a) for
2DIG problem (IG failure only), (b) for 2DIGTG problem
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(a) before transition (b) 2DIG
(c) 2DIGTG
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Figure 16: Illustration of the inter– transgranular transition on the 100gr2D 1 mesh: (a)
position of the intergranular crack just before transition; (b) crack path for the IG model;
(c) crack path for the IG+TG model; (d) crack length versus time
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(a) 2DIGTG3
Figure 17: Observed crack path after inter–transgranular passage
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Figure 18: Mechanism of transgranular crack initiation (2DIGTG) reproducing the ex-
perimental observation shown in Fig.1c: 1 – grain (noted gr59) oriented for easy slip; 2 –
grain (gr53) with predominant pyramidal slip; 3 – transgranular crack initiation; (b) total
slip and pyramidal slip activity for both grains versus time
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